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This is the most current, authoritative and comprehensive book on the entire process of installing wood
floors. Wood is the most popular flooring choice among builders and homeowners. Tauntons original wood
flooring book has been a bestseller. "Wood Flooring" is the most authoritative and comprehensive book on

the subject, written by a professional wood flooring installer with almost 30 years' experience. This
professional-level resource covers every aspect of installing residential wood flooring - from estimating and
preparing the job site, through sanding and finishing, to repairs and maintenance. Hardwood floor expert
Charles Peterson covers it all in this indispensable guide to the most popular flooring choice around.
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Sort by Grid View. But not all hardwood flooring is created equal and selecting a product isnt simply a matter
of choosing a. Luxury vinyl flooring inspired by nature without the practical drawbacks of real wood.
Engineered wood flooring is crafted from a combination of solid wood and plywood. Dinesen designs

bespoke solid and engineered wooden flooring of extraordinary dimensions. A solid hardwood floor plank as
the name suggests is made from a single piece of wood while engineered flooring is composed of layers.
Somerset Hardwood Flooring delivers the best in Appalachian hardwood flooring through our vertical

integration. For inspiration free home consultation. Solid wood floors are cut from one piece of solid wood
and can be sanded and refinished. Wood flooring generally comes in two main types 1. For engineered wood
flooring each piece is made out of two layers of wood. Get it as soon as Thu Jan 28. Theyre available in a
variety of wood types and colors and instantly add value to a home. Menards has everything you need to

cover your floors in style We offer a wide selection of hardwood flooring options. Try our Picture It visualizer
to see our floors in your space and get 4 free flooring samples delivered.
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